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DataTrace 2 How To Guide 

Overview 
DataTrace has a document image repository of billions of OCR’d documents with exceptional historical depth. 

The OCR process results in documents that are searchable at the character. Using FlexSearch, documents can be 

searched for a word, phrase, number, title, etc, and the relevant document retrieved and ordered. Since 

FlexSearch is looking at the document contents it is not saddled with a mandatory geographic filter requirement. 

So, while you can use geographic filters, they are not mandatory as a starting option. 

FlexSearch provides two ways for your to query documents: Standard and Advanced Search. 

Standard Search: 
Enter any text you are searching for. This could be a street name, business name, notary, loan officer, phrase, 

phone numbers, document numbers, etc. The geography is not required. Press enter and FlexSearch will return 

a list of documents in descending relevance order.  

Standard search will allow you to cast a wide net by using a general word or phrase and then narrow your search 

after you see the total universe of possibilities. You can also include quotes to help narrow the search to specific 

phrases. 

Entry: How this will be used in the search: 

Corte Madera 

Corte or 
Madera or 
Corte Madera 
Madera Corte 

This is treated as an “or” condition where FlexSearch will 
treat each word supplied as an independent search 
criteria and look for any combination or solo entry. 

“Corte Madera” Corte Madera An exact match.  

“A Kern” “Notary Public” 
A Kern and 
Notary Public 

An exact match for both phrases and both phrases must 
be in the document. 

 

Once the results list is returned, the list can be sorted. 
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After the records are returned, an additional set of filters will 

display allowing you to add or remove filters at will to narrow your 

search. FlexSearch will automatically adjust the returns on the fly. 

The count next to each filter entry indicates the number of records 

associated with that filter entry. 

 

 

 

Simply select or deselect the 

checkboxes to apply the filters. 

FlexSearch will automatically filter 

the documents for you. 
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Advanced Search: 
Advanced Search allows pre-filtering by your word or phrase, geography, document type and recording year. 

Additionally, the filters provide the ability to exclude options as well as setup modifiers such as “contains”, 

“starts with” or “near”. 

Enter your selections and click the plus sign to the right of each option to add it to the Query. When you’re 

ready, click Run FlexSearch at the bottom right. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By using Advanced Search you can setup all your filters first and then see what the returns are. Filters can always 

be changed and your query re-run. 
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Running FlexSearch from the Subject Property Tab 
The Subject Property tab has links allowing you to run FlexSearch directly from the tab using the property 

address as the search parameter. 

Clicking on the “RUN FLEXSEARCH FOR “1304 PALACE GARDEN WAY RALEIGH NC 27603” (1) will launch a 

FlexSearch window and pass the address to FlexSearch for parsing. Any documents found matching that street 

address will be returned and can be ordered or additional filtering applied. 

 

 


